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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
“We do not tolerate reprisals and retaliation against those who share their views about Bank-financed projects. Any form of intimidation against people who comment on Bank projects, research, activities and their impact, goes against our core values of respecting the people we work for and acting with utmost integrity.”

(World Bank Commitment Against Reprisals, March 2020)¹

“Shooting the messenger is bad for everybody’s health. Hearing the painful truth is vital for any government, but during the COVID-19 crisis authorities have too often silenced those warning about the real extent of the pandemic. This suffocation of the facts has hurt people’s health on every continent.”

(Mary Lawlor, United Nations Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders, September 2020)²


1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since the beginning of the pandemic, health workers, journalists, human rights defenders (HRDs) and others have raised their voices to demand an adequate and effective response to COVID-19 and to hold governments accountable. They have provided accurate, life-saving information. They have called for equal access to healthcare for the most vulnerable, protective equipment for frontline workers, a transparent and equitable distribution of vaccines, and support to face the economic consequences of the pandemic. They have spoken out against corruption, misuse of funds and lack of transparency. They have refused to stay silent, even if many of them were threatened, attacked or arrested for raising their voices.

International financial institutions (IFIs), including publicly funded development banks, have played a crucial role in funding and shaping the responses to the pandemic. As international organizations, IFIs are required to respect human rights and to prevent, mitigate, and help provide access to remedy for those facing reprisals in the context of their investments. However, they have failed in taking concrete and decisive actions to ensure that — in the context of the COVID-19 response they were funding — people could freely and safely express their opinions and raise their concerns.

FOR A SUCCESSFUL AND EFFECTIVE COVID-19 RESPONSE, THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION MUST BE GUARANTEED.

As the United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression wrote: “The freedom to share information and ideas empowers individuals and communities, human development and democratic self-governance. In certain circumstances, information saves lives. By contrast, lies and propaganda deprive individuals of autonomy, of the capacity to think critically, of trust in themselves and in sources of information, and of the right to engage in the kind of debate that improves social conditions. Worst of all, censorship can kill, by design or by negligence.”

For a successful and effective COVID-19 response, the right to freedom of expression must be guaranteed, media should be able to report freely and safely, civil society should have the space to engage without fearing retaliations, and the voices of journalists and HRDs must be protected.

This report describes how IFIs failed to meaningfully uphold and implement their obligations and commitments to freedom of expression and civic participation in the context of the pandemic response. We highlight a series of emblematic cases of retaliation against people who criticized, scrutinized or reported on the COVID-19 response funded by IFIs and we present some statistical data that show the magnitude of the problem. The case studies also show how IFIs failed to take adequate measures to prevent and address cases of retaliations linked to the projects they are funding. Finally, this report offers a series of...
Key findings

» Journalists, human rights defenders (HRDs), doctors, nurses, and ordinary citizens have been criminalized or attacked for speaking out about aspects of the COVID-19 response directly financed by development banks. They have faced threats, arrests, prosecutions, imprisonment, torture and even killings, for the mere fact of having published information on death rates from COVID-19, warned about the lack of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), criticized the lack of response to the economic consequences of the pandemic, or raised any other issues related to projects supported by IFIs.

» As of June 15, 2021, IFIs have earmarked US$ 150.54 billion to finance responses to COVID-19, through 1,332 projects. Many projects supported by IFIs have included awareness-raising and risk communication about COVID-19 as a key component, thereby recognizing the importance of accurate and widespread public information. However, in many of those same countries, people who provide information about the pandemic or speak about the spread of the virus have been strongly repressed.

» Threats and attacks against people who criticize COVID-19 response are widespread, involving a broad range of countries and development financiers. At least 335 people suffered reprisals, in a total of 35 countries that received or are receiving financial support from IFIs for their COVID-19 response.

» Retaliations can take many different forms. In the vast majority of cases (affecting 233 people), the retaliation consisted of some type of criminalization, arrest or prison sentence; 56 people suffered physical abuse or torture; at least 13 people, almost all health personnel, were dismissed; 17 people were threatened; 6 people were killed.

» Most reprisals have occurred in a general context of strong restrictions on civic freedoms, including declaration of states of emergency, special laws on fake news and disinformation that restrict freedom of expression with vague and broad formulations, and the active persecution of dissenting voices.

» IFIs did not fulfill their commitments to ensure people impacted by COVID-19 responses could have their say and exercise their rights to freedom of expression.

» IFIs have failed to take decisive action and adopt concrete measures to prevent and address reprisals. COVID-19 response projects were approved even after reprisals had taken place, many of which were public and well known, and had elicited strong reactions from the local and international community.

» Project documents show that IFIs have not carried out a prior assessment of the human rights situation with regard to freedom of expression, that would have easily revealed the difficulties and obstacles to participation in those countries. It would have also clearly exposed the need to adopt preventive measures to protect people from eventual reprisals for criticizing the responses financed by the banks.

» When civil society organizations (CSOs) raised their concerns about serious restrictions on freedom of expression in countries that received funding to respond to the pandemic, the responses from the banks failed to address the points that had been raised, including when there was clear evidence that the retaliation related directly to the banks’ projects.

» Restrictions on freedom of expression directly affect the quality and effectiveness of the response to COVID-19 that IFIs seek to support, and create issues of non-compliance with the banks’ own policies of public participation and stakeholder engagement.

7 The Early Warning System COVID-19 IFI Tracker is a database managed by the International Accountability Project, one of the members of the Coalition for Human Rights in Development. It is updated weekly and it tracks projects disclosed on their websites by 15 development banks (EIB, WB, ADB, AIIB, IADB, IFC, NDB, EBRD, MIGA, IDBI, AfDB, DFC, CAF, and FMO). It does not include repurposing of existing loans for the COVID-19 response. The Early Warning System COVID-19 IFI tracker is accessible at this link: https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/iaptabeau/viz/EarlyWarningSystemCOVID-19ProjectsbyDevelopment-Banks_160497499996170/Main.

8 According to the World Health Organization, “Risk communication refers to the exchange of real-time information, advice and opinions between experts and people facing threats to their health, economic or social well-being. The ultimate purpose of risk communication is to enable people at risk to take informed decisions to protect themselves and their loved ones.” See: www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/emergencies-risk-communication.

9 See methodology section below.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IFIs

To fulfil their obligations and commitments, and to ensure COVID-19 is not used as a pretext to further restrict civic participation or clamp down on media freedom and the right to access to information, IFIs should take decisive and meaningful actions to prevent and address reprisals, including:10

1. TAKE A PREVENTATIVE APPROACH:

» Carry out an ex ante contextual risk analysis to assess risk of reprisals, and update it regularly as the context changes.

» Identify ways to influence or use leverage with their client governments whenever reprisals occur.

» Ensure stakeholder engagement includes HRDs, journalists and civil society organizations, making sure consultations do not put rightsholders and stakeholders at further risk.

» Ensure full transparency, accountability and participation at all levels.

» Require clients to develop a plan to mitigate risks of retaliation and address civic space concerns.

» Require clients to make commitments supporting media freedom and freedom of expression, and against retaliations.

» Support the creation of national mechanisms to protect journalists and HRDs.

2. RESPOND EFFECTIVELY TO REPRISALS

» Set up and publicize a clear and effective reprisal response protocol.

» Ensure policies expressing non-tolerance for retaliations cover all reprisals that pose a threat to the integrity of a project.

» Investigate any threats or attacks which may be possibly linked to their projects (the burden of investigation should be on the bank, not on the defender).

3. MAKE PUBLIC COMMITMENTS

» Publicly condemn reprisals.

» Publicly commit to promoting and protecting press freedom, transparency and civic space.

» Provide funds for development of independent media.

Governments, as shareholders of IFIs and on the board of IFIs, should:

» Publicly commit to ensuring that all IFIs they fund comply with the recommendations set out in this report.

» Instruct their Executive Directors to advocate for compliance with these recommendations and monitor progress of their implementation.

» Regularly report back to their respective houses of parliament, and other public fora, on progress made by IFIs on media freedoms issues.

10 For the complete list of recommendations, see Section 6.
2. INTRODUCTION
2. INTRODUCTION

When Li Wenliang, a 34-year-old doctor in Wuhan, China, first detected a virus that looked like SARS, he immediately warned his colleagues and recommended the use of personal protective equipment (PPE). Four days later, on January 3, 2020, Public Security officers tried to silence him: they summoned him and ordered him to sign a letter where the doctor had to promise he would stop his alleged illegal activities. They accused him of making false comments that had severely disturbed social order.

Dr. Li’s warnings were dismissed as rumours and ignored. Healthcare workers were not instructed to protect themselves and no actions were taken to stop the spread of the virus. It was only on January 20, 2020 that Chinese officials publicly confirmed that the virus was transmissible between people. By then, it was already too late to curb its spreading. Tragically, Dr. Li died on February 7, due to lack of the protective equipment he tried to warn others of the need for. Today, he is considered a hero.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, doctors, nurses, journalists and other frontline workers have courageously raised questions about the responses to COVID-19 by governments, international financial institutions (IFIs) and other actors, despite the risk of retaliation. They have faced threats, arrests, prosecutions, imprisonment, torture and even killings, for the mere fact of having published information on death rates from COVID-19, warned about the lack of PPEs, criticized the lack of response to the economic consequences of the pandemic, or raised any other issues related to it.

The global response to the pandemic has been largely funded from public sources such as governments and development financiers, which ought to make it accountable to the public. However, many governments and development financiers do not seem to value the crucial importance of access to information, freedom of expression and civic participation in the context of the pandemic.

IFI S DID NOT FULFIL THEIR COMMITMENTS TO ENSURE PEOPLE COULD EXERCISE THEIR RIGHTS TO FREEDOM OF OPINION AND EXPRESSION.

While the perpetrators of retaliations have primarily been governments and their proxies, IFIs have failed to take decisive and meaningful actions to prevent and address those retaliations. They played a crucial role in funding and shaping the responses to the pandemic, but they did not fulfil their commitments to ensure people impacted by those responses could exercise their rights to freedom of opinion and expression.

3. METHODOLOGY
This report analyses cases of reprisals against health workers, HRDs, journalists, bloggers and ordinary citizens in the context of the COVID-19 response, from January 2020 to June 2021.

Data and information, both for the statistical analysis and for the eight case studies presented in Section 5, were gathered through information publicly available or privately submitted by international human rights organizations and organizations that protect the rights of journalists and the right to freedom of expression and information. Independent mechanisms of the UN and the Inter-American Human Rights System also provided information. In order to protect the security of the persons affected or when it was not possible to obtain consent, data in Section 5.1 have been anonymized.

The eight case studies are presented in alphabetical order by the countries where reprisals took place. They were selected on the basis of several criteria, including geographical and gender diversity, the availability of information, the type and severity of retaliations, and which institutions were financing the response to the pandemic.

International Accountability Project’s Early Warning System COVID-19 IFI Tracker database was used to identify approved or proposed COVID-19 response projects in the countries where retaliations occurred, as of June 15, 2021. The project documents were then analyzed in order to verify whether the funds were covering specific aspects of the COVID-19 response that were criticized or scrutinized by the people who suffered retaliations, to show the direct link between IFIs financial support and the cases of reprisals, and highlight the banks’ responsibility to take actions to address the cases.

This report is not an exhaustive analysis of all reprisals in the world. The statistical data presented in this report refers only to retaliations that occurred in countries that received IFIs financial support for the COVID-19 response. Additionally, there are also several types of retaliation that occur more insidiously and are rarely reported. Out of 335 cases of reprisals analysed, at least 24 affected women. Many incidents however affected groups of people whose gender is not specified in the publicly available reports, therefore the number of women impacted might be higher.

As this research mainly draws on cases that were publicly reported and have greater visibility, the statistics presented in this report may only be the tip of the iceberg.
4. THE ROLE OF IFIS IN THE GLOBAL RESPONSE TO THE PANDEMIC
4. THE ROLE OF IFIs IN THE GLOBAL RESPONSE TO THE PANDEMIC

As of June 15, 2021, IFIs have earmarked US$ 150.54 billion to finance responses to COVID-19, through 1,332 projects, according to data gathered through the COVID-19 IFI Tracker database. The database tracks projects proposed or approved by 15 major public development banks around the world, including the World Bank Group (WB), African Development Bank (AfDB), Asian Development Bank (ADB), Inter-American Development Bank Group (IDB), Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), European Investment Bank (EIB), and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).

The activities they fund cover the full range of the COVID-19 responses, including supporting health care (eg. purchase and distribution of PPEs, equipment for intensive care units, salaries for health care workers, etc.), containment strategies, quarantine centres, financial liquidity and relief for sectors affected by lockdowns, contact tracing technologies, vaccination rollouts, support for home schooling or even addressing increased domestic violence under lockdown. These projects regularly make explicit reference to the need to help the most vulnerable.

4.1 IFIs obligations and commitments to uphold freedom of expression

As international organizations, IFIs are required to respect human rights — such as the right to freedom of expression and the right to access to information — and to prevent and mitigate reprisals in the context of their investments. They must also help provide access to remedy if reprisals do occur. IFIs are recognized as subjects of international law, and are “bound by any obligations incumbent upon them under general rules of international law, under their constitutions or under international agreements to which they are parties.”

The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has specified that IFIs are “obligated to comply with human rights as listed, in particular in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, that are part of customary international law or of the general principles of law, both of which are sources of international law.” UN Special Procedures have also reaffirmed IFIs human rights obligations and pointed out the need for them to adopt a human rights policy. The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights also apply to IFIs.


The government shareholders of IFIs also have obligations to respect, protect, and fulfill human rights, which they carry with them in their actions and decisions as members and owners of IFIs. As stated by the UN Independent Expert on foreign debt and human rights, "States are not allowed to deploy international financial institutions to violate international law when they cannot do so in their capacity as individual States: such delegation cannot be used to avoid responsibility."23

Many IFIs also have additional human rights obligations depending on the nature of the institution. For example, national IFIs share in state obligations to respect, protect and fulfill human rights and to prevent, investigate, punish, and provide redress for abuses.24 The human rights objectives of the UN Charter apply to the WB, as it is a Specialized Agency of the UN.25

Moreover, as both human rights and development experts have noted, respect for the rights to freedom of expression, assembly, and association is crucial for achieving participatory, sustainable, and accountable development.26 The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to health has also specifically highlighted the importance of media in ensuring accountability in health systems.27


This is even more important in the current context. Because of the urgency of this crisis, as well as the critical need to protect the rights that are affected by the pandemic, IFIs and governments should not only provide adequate funds, but also take all necessary measures to ensure the broadest participation, discussion and accountability on the response to COVID–19. Most of these responses are being financed with loans that will then have to be repaid by states that are impoverished and weakened by the ravages of the pandemic. Civil society participation is crucial to ensure COVID–19 policies are appropriate and meet the real needs of the population, that resources are not misused due to corruption and inefficiency, and that they effectively reach those who need them most. Moreover, without civil society participation and engagement, IFIs cannot assess the true impacts of their projects, since the information officially provided by governments is often unreliable.28

In their Environmental and Social Policy Frameworks, most IFIs recognize the principle of participation and require in their policies the implementation of plans for involving and engaging different stakeholders.29 Through their respective access to information policies they also commit to ensuring transparency and accountability.30 Some IFIs have also established specific policies or statements in which they commit to adopting measures to help address retaliations against those who express critical opinions about their projects.31

28 In Nicaragua, for example, the COVID-19 Citizen Observatory revealed that as of June 10, 2020, 536 health workers had presented symptoms consistent with COVID–19 and 61 had died. It also showed that the figures of the multidisciplinary team that carried out community epidemiological surveillance in the country counted 1,398 deaths from pneumonia and suspected COVID–19, a figure that was in wide contrast with the data published by the Ministry of Health, which reported only 55 deaths by June 10. See: https://observatorioni.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/04-al-10-junio-OCC-19-Semanal.pdf.
The WB affirms it does not tolerate reprisals against those who share their views about Bank-financed projects, and that any form of intimidation against people who comment on Bank projects, research, activities and their impact, goes against their “core values of respecting the people we work for and acting with utmost integrity”. It also affirms that when complaints, including allegations of reprisal in connection with Bank projects, are brought to their attention, the WB works with appropriate parties to address them. However, as we explain in the section below, IFIs are often failing to uphold their obligations and their commitments.

4.2 How IFIs have failed to take decisive actions to prevent and address reprisals

In 2020 and 2021, IFIs have approved numerous COVID-19 response projects in contexts where civic space and participation are severely and increasingly restricted. In many countries, dissemination of information about COVID-19 that implies some kind of criticism of the state response is strongly repressed, often through the use of legislation that unduly limits freedom of expression, such as fake news laws or laws to prevent misinformation among others.

In April 2020, the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression said that the pandemic has exposed “numerous threats to journalism, with an increasing number of reports indicating that Governments attack the messenger and limit reporting rather than act responsively on the information disclosed”, through criminalization, police intimidation of journalists, political attacks, and lack of an enabling environment for the media.

Many projects supported by IFIs have included awareness-raising and risk communication about COVID-19 as a key component, thereby recognizing the importance of accurate and widespread public information. However, in many of those same countries, people who provide information about the pandemic or speak about the spread of the virus are strongly repressed. This also generates a broader chilling effect on civil society and directly undermines the communication objectives the projects are supposed to achieve.

In 2020 and 2021, a group of civil society organizations (CSOs) addressed letters to different IFIs, raising concerns about cases of reprisals and serious restrictions on freedom of expression (including attacks on journalists and the press and the enactment of laws that sanctioned the dissemination of information about the pandemic) in five countries that received funding to respond to the pandemic. In the letters, the CSOs asked the banks which actions they had taken to ensure journalists could scrutinize the projects they financially support, to prevent and respond to reprisals, and to guarantee people could openly raise concerns about the COVID-19 projects they were supporting.

Some of the IFIs did not respond to the letters, while those that responded completely failed to address the points raised. They reaffirmed their commitment to stakeholder


33 “Disease pandemics and the freedom of opinion and expression”, David Kaye [former UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression], April 23, 2020, https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49.

34 ibid.

35 For security issues, letters sent to the banks have been anonymized and information about specific cases has been removed. The following letters were sent:


- Letter to ADB and WB expressing concerns about cases of retaliation in Zimbabwe, July 29, 2020, (link to the letter not available for security reasons).

36 Cambodia, Mexico, Mongolia, Pakistan and Zimbabwe.


engagement, participation and transparency, referring to their policies and to the consultation processes with civil society in the context of specific projects. However, the banks did not make any reference to the structural limitations on freedom of expression, which impede an open discussion on the response policies they support. They also did not respond to most of the specific questions and requests raised in the letters, and in some cases they only generically indicated the availability of complaint mechanisms for those who consider themselves affected by the projects. Even when specific cases of retaliation against journalists, HRDs or health workers were raised, the banks tended to respond with vague platitudes to press freedom, rather than working to address the specific issues that real people were facing.

### IFIs Lack of Decisive Action to Address Retaliation Shows That They Are Not Taking Their Human Rights Obligations and Their Commitments Seriously.

IFIs lack of decisive action to address retaliation against those criticizing or scrutinizing IFIs supported COVID-19 responses shows that the banks are not taking their human rights obligations and their stated commitments to participation seriously. IFIs failure to apply adequate measures to prevent retaliation and their lack of response to the concerns raised reveals a narrow and superficial understanding of the principle of participation, and deprives it of any meaningful content. Having words on paper is of little use if there is no real possibility of civil society to participate and discuss development projects.

Often IFIs and governments do not provide adequate access to information about the way funds are allocated and spent. Because of this lack of transparency, demonstrating links around cases of reprisals in the context of projects supported by IFIs is even more challenging. The impossibility to pinpoint exactly where the money is going makes it easier for IFIs to say the retaliation is not directly linked to their support and thereby avoid accountability.

Moreover, when those facing reprisals or organizations accompanying them have requested IFIs to take action, banks’ representatives frequently argue that the cases are not directly linked to the projects they finance or policies they support. Bank staff use this as a reason to say they cannot use their influence to address the retaliations, or to require the change of practices and legislation that have a restrictive impact on civic space. Some banks, confronted with a case of retaliation, focus more on demonstrating how it is not related to the specific elements they finance, rather than on how retaliations can be prevented or addressed.

Finally, sometimes the legal, political and social context in the countries where IFIs operate can be so restrictive that journalists, medical staff and other people know they will be strongly sanctioned and repressed, for expressing any type of opinion or facts considered critical or dangerous to the interests of the government in any area or topic. This limits the likelihood of them critically discussing or reporting on IFIs’ financing of development projects. In these contexts, even retaliations that are not directly linked to bank financing create a chilling effect, since they send a clear message about what can happen to persons who dare to give their opinion on a project or in any way challenge the official narrative. In such contexts, when IFIs focus on direct links, it is a shirking of their responsibility to ensure meaningful participation and stakeholder engagement, preventing accountability and affecting the legitimacy and sustainability of the banks’ interventions.

---


ADB’s response to letter expressing concerns about cases of retaliation in Pakistan, November 27, 2020: [https://rightsindevelopment.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ADB-Pakistan-redacted.pdf](https://rightsindevelopment.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ADB-Pakistan-redacted.pdf);

AIIB’s response to letter expressing concerns about cases of retaliation in Pakistan, November 11, 2020: [https://rightsindevelopment.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/AIIB-Pakistan-redacted.pdf](https://rightsindevelopment.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/AIIB-Pakistan-redacted.pdf);


5. RETALIATIONS IN THE CONTEXT OF COVID-19 RESPONSES
According to the data we gathered⁵⁰, at least 335 people suffered reprisals for having made critical comments or reported on the state response to the pandemic, in a total of 35 countries that received or are receiving financial support from IFIs for their COVID-19 response. The actual number, however, is likely much higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>PEOPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>México</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar                 +⁴⁴</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most common types of retaliation

- Criminalization (arrests, detention, judicial harassment) through use of:
  - Fake news laws: 39
  - Anti-terrorism laws: 15
  - Other laws*: 179
- Physical abuse and/or torture: 56
- Threats: 17
- Harassed: 14
- Dismissals: 13
- Killed: 6

- Journalists: 76
- Protesters: 38
- Human rights defenders: 34
- Medical workers: 33
- Politicians/Activists: 07
- Artists: 04
- Bloggers: 02
- Prisoners: 02
- Student: 01
- Ordinary citizens: 76

*4 of them also journalists

See Section 3: Methodology.
5.2 Case studies

This section will focus on a number of emblematic cases of retaliations linked to projects supported by IFIs, where journalists, HRDs and ordinary citizens were criminalized or attacked for speaking out about aspects of the COVID-19 response directly financed by development banks.

Many of these cases have occurred in a general context of strong restrictions on civic freedoms, through the declaration of states of emergency, special laws on fake news and disinformation that restrict freedom of expression with vague and broad formulations, and the active persecution of dissenting voices. Although many emergency laws were justified in the context of the pandemic, some governments have used COVID-19 as a pretext to unduly restrict the right to civic participation and freedom of expression.

SCORES OF JOURNALISTS, HRDs AND ORDINARY CITIZENS HAVE BEEN CRIMINALIZED OR ATTACKED FOR SPEAKING OUT ABOUT ASPECTS OF THE COVID-19 RESPONSE DIRECTLY FINANCED BY DEVELOPMENT BANKS.

In April 2020, the then UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression had expressed his concerns about the attempts to tackle disinformation through the use of criminal laws, since they are likely to hamper the free flow of information. This suggests that if IFIs had carried out a prior assessment of the human rights situation with regard to freedom of expression, they would have been better informed about the difficulties and obstacles to participation in client countries. It would also enable them to identify and adopt preventive measures to protect people from eventual reprisals for criticizing the responses financed by the banks. However, the cases show that many COVID-19 response projects were approved even after reprisals had taken place and had elicited strong reactions from the local and international community. IFIs have ignored the risks that these reprisals entailed, both for the achievement of the objectives of their projects, as well as for the fulfillment of their own policies of public participation and stakeholder engagement.

Many reprisals affected journalists with high visibility. The impact of this censorship cannot be measured exclusively by the number of cases of people who directly faced reprisals, as it has a strong silencing effect on other critical voices. These cases give sobering examples of what can happen to those who have the courage to express their critical opinions, or who simply dare to show and document events such as deaths, conditions in isolation centers, etc.

The cases also show how restrictions on freedom of expression directly affect the quality and effectiveness of the response to COVID-19 that IFIs seek to support. In Nicaragua, doctors and health personnel who complained about the lack of adequate measures were fired, reducing the capacity to respond to the pandemic through adequate medical care. Bloggers and journalists who denounced corruption in Uzbekistan and Bangladesh were targeted, in an effort to silence any public discussion about irregularities and embezzlement that could seriously affect the quality of health support provided through the projects.

Many IFI projects also include risk communication in their activities, a goal that is undermined when voices that seek to disseminate crucial information about COVID-19 are silenced. Furthermore, rather than encouraging the dissemination of useful information about the pandemic, many states clamped down on those sharing information that differed from official accounts, branding this as ‘fake news’ and introducing laws which criminalized ‘disinformation’, that were in turn used to punish individuals seeking to report factual alternatives.

The cases below show the direct links that exist between COVID-19 related projects financed by IFIs and retaliation against those who sought to factually report on their governments’ use of such funds. The cases also show IFIs failures to take decisive action and adopt concrete measures to prevent and address these reprisals.

42 “Disease pandemics and the freedom of opinion and expression”, David Kaye [former UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression], April 23, 2020, https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49.
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Dismissal of more than 16 doctors for having criticized the government’s response to the pandemic
IDB US$ 44 MILLION
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GUINEA
Six people killed for protesting against movement restrictions and police extortions
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JORDAN
Arrest of journalist Jamal Mammad
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BANGLADESH
Arbitrary detention, torture and custodial death of writer Mushtaq Ahmed and imprisonment and torture of cartoonist Kabir Kishore
WB US$ 600 MILLION
ADB US$ 103 MILLION
AIIB US$ 100 MILLION

CHINA
Four years prison sentence and torture of citizen journalist Zhang Zhan
NDB US$ +1 BILLION

UZBEKISTAN
Harassment of blogger Miraziz Bazarov after publishing a letter on alleged corruption related to COVID-19 funds
ADB US$ 684 MILLION
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CASE STUDY MAP
BANGLADESH

RETLAITION

Arbitrary detention, torture and custodial death of writer Mushtaq Ahmed and imprisonment and torture of cartoonist Kabir Kishore

In May 2020, the Rapid Action Battalion (RAB), a counter–terror paramilitary force notorious for committing grave abuses, detained writer Mushtaq Ahmed and political cartoonist Ahmed Kabir Kishore under the Digital Security Act (DSA).

The writer was accused of running a Facebook page named “I am Bangladeshi”, which police allege tarnished the image of the country and created confusion among the public. Ahmed had published an article criticizing the shortage of PPEs for healthcare workers and shared one of Kishore’s cartoons of the series “Life in the Time of Corona”, that alluded to corruption in the government’s response to the pandemic. In one of his last Facebook posts before his arrest, Ahmed had written: “When a society laments the loss of an economy more than the loss of human life, it doesn’t need a virus, it’s already sick.”

Through their posts and cartoons, Ahmed and Kishore were calling on the government to ensure health personnel were adequately protected, and that resources to respond to the pandemic were used in an equitable and

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

LINKED TO THE RETALIATION

WB – US$ 600 million

ADB – US$ 103 million

AIIB – US$ 100 million


transient manner. Yet, they were accused of spreading rumors and misinformation about the pandemic.

Ahmed and Kishore’s bail pleas were rejected six times. In February 2021, after nine months in detention, Ahmed died in Kashimpur Central Jail, a high security prison in Gazipur. After a public outcry over the writer’s custodial death, Kishore was granted bail. He described suffering severe torture after being taken into custody for 69 hours at an unknown location, and said that Ahmed had been tortured by electric shock.

These serious human rights violations did not occur in isolation. The DSA is a repressive law intended to fight cybercrime that has been used to target critical journalists in Bangladesh. The Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) has repeatedly called on the Bangladesh government to repeal the law and it documented that in 2020 at least six journalists were imprisoned on DSA charges because of their work.

The international community, including the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), UN independent experts and the European Union, as well as human rights defenders and lawyers in Bangladesh, have criticized the DSA for stifling free speech and fundamental freedoms, and violating international human rights law.

The crackdown on freedom of expression in Bangladesh escalated during the pandemic. While the government released thousands of people from detention to protect against the spread of COVID-19 in overcrowded prisons, it excluded critics and activists charged under the DSA, such as Kishore, who is an insulin dependent diabetic.

In April 2020, the Directorate General of Nursing and Midwifery ordered all of its officials and employees at government hospitals to not hold public discussions, issue statements, or provide opinions to newspapers or other mass media without prior permission. The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare also ordered all health directorate officials to refrain from speaking in public or to the media without prior permission.

While criticism and information related to the state’s response to the pandemic was actively and violently censored, Bangladesh received a number of loans supporting that same response. Many of these loans, from the WB, ADB and AIIB, included the purchase of PPEs, among different actions aimed at strengthening the health system. Before his arrest and death, Ahmed had criticized the lack of PPEs.

On April 3, 2020, the WB approved a US$ 100 million loan for a project that includes purchase of critical items such as ventilators, PPEs, oxygen concentrators, testing kits, etc. In addition, the funding was meant to support an awareness campaign regarding COVID-19 to be implemented through mobile based messaging and television.

On March 18, 2021, despite the fact that various international human rights organizations and the OHCHR were demanding that the government investigate Ahmed’s death and were raising concerns over...
the indiscriminate use of the DSA to silence criticism of
the pandemic, the WB approved an additional US$ 500
million funding for that project. The loan document
mentions that “social risks will relate to issues of
inclusion, particularly potential risk of elite capture,
inadequate public engagement, misinformation and
spread of rumors that may create confusion and anxiety,
and concerns regarding COVID–19 in general.”

The document does not mention the cases of people
imprisoned through the use of the DSA for having
expressed opinions about COVID–19 and the other
restrictions on freedom of expression. However, it
explicitly refers to the risk of rumors that might create
confusion, anxiety, and concerns regarding the pandemic
in general, reaffirming the state narrative about the risk
of disinformation that was being used as a pretext to
persecute dissenting voices.

In the section about the vaccine readiness assessment
conducted in Bangladesh, the document also says that
“mechanisms for monitoring, tracking and addressing
rumors, as well as misinformation and disinformation,
are currently not adequate and need to be developed along
with raising awareness on the importance of accurate and
credible sources of information.”

In a context where public criticism of the handling of the
pandemic is punished with prison terms and can lead
to torture and death, under the excuse that people are
spreading rumors and misinformation, it is extremely
worrying that the loans support activities to prevent
misinformation without being accompanied by safeguards
and measures to ensure that such activities do not violate
basic human rights or prevent civic participation.

Also other projects included the delivery of PPEs, the
lack of which had been criticized by Ahmed prior to his
arrest. On April 30, 2020 the ADB approved a loan of US$ 100
million that includes the procurement of equipment
and supplies. On August 5, 2020, while Ahmed was held
in arbitrary detention, the ADB approved an additional
grant to finance the procurement of essential medicines,
medical equipment and infection control supplies.

On August 27, 2020, the AIIB approved a US$ 100 million
loan to support containment strategies, including case
detection, confirmation, contact tracing, recording,
reporting, social distancing measures, health system
strengthening and communication preparedness. Other
components include activities which aim to improve
prevention and response planning for infectious disease.
This could include infrastructure (e.g., reference labs,
clinical capacity), equipment, reagents and commodities,
analytical and assessment capacity.

The retaliations suffered by Ahmed and Kishore are
directly linked to their criticism of COVID–19 response
policies funded by IFIs, in a context of serious restrictions
to freedom of expression. Nevertheless, even after
Ahmed’s death, IFIs continued supporting the state’s
response to the pandemic without any measures to
address the clear risks of reprisals and repression to
freedom of expression in the country.

57 “Project paper on a proposed restructuring and additional credit
to Bangladesh for a COVID-19 response and pandemic preparedness
58 “Bangladesh: COVID-19 Response Emergency Assistance Project”,
59 Grant agreement for a COVID-19 Emergency Response Project,
60 “Bangladesh: COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Prepared-
aiib.org/en/projects/details/2020/approved/Bangladesh-COVID-19-Emer-
gency-Response-and-Pandemic-Preparedness-Project.html.
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CHINA

RETRIBUTION

Four years prison sentence and torture of citizen journalist Zhang Zhan for reporting on the outbreak and lockdown in Wuhan

FINANCIAL SUPPORT LINKED TO THE RETRIBUTION

NDB – US$ +1 billion

Zhang Zhan, former lawyer and citizen video journalist outspoken about human rights violations, disappeared in Wuhan in May 2020,61 after conducting independent reporting about the COVID-19 outbreak.62 Zhan entered the city of Wuhan during the lockdown at the beginning of 2020 and posted multiple videos on social media, including footage of scenes in hospitals and communities,63 interviews with local business owners who were severely impacted by the pandemic and with people who struggled to find work in the city. Zhan had been posting reports from Wuhan on Twitter64 and YouTube65 since early February. On February 16, she posted the following message on Twitter: “Without effective treatment, guarantees for the distribution of medical supplies, transparent information and protection of human rights, the government’s current epidemic prevention measures are extremely wrong.”

With her videos, Zhan contributed to making clear what was happening in a context of strong restrictions on information, and involving citizens in the discussion about the appropriate response to the pandemic. She went missing on May 14, one day after she had published a video critical of the government’s measures to contain the virus. In her last Twitter post, linked to a video, she said that “the consequences of authoritarian epidemic prevention continue to appear.”


65 Youtube videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-buu3nBhAc.
After her disappearance in Wuhan, Zhan resurfaced on May 15 in police detention in Shanghai, more than 640 km away. She went on trial on December 28, 2020 and was convicted the same day and handed a four-year sentence, for allegedly picking quarrels and provoking troubles. Her expected release date is May 14, 2024. Foreign reporters and diplomats were not allowed in to observe proceedings, which concluded within three hours.66

According to her defense lawyer, Zhan started a hunger strike in late June 2020 to protest her detention and assert her innocence, but prison authorities began forcibly feeding her through a feeding tube. It is reported that her cellmates were also involved in forcibly feeding her.67 For more than three months, Zhan was forced to wear shackles, with her hands restrained 24 hours a day.68 Her lawyer also reports that she has been so physically weak that she is not even able to walk and that she has not been exposed to sunlight since November 2020. She is also suffering from stomach pain and dizziness.

Also other citizen journalists were detained by the authorities or disappeared in China.69 According to Amnesty International, the crime of picking quarrels and provoking trouble under Article 293 of the Chinese Criminal Law is a broadly defined and vaguely worded offense that has been widely used to target activists and HRDs. Although the crime originally applied to acts that disrupted order in public places, since 2013 the scope has expanded to include online space as well. Anyone convicted could face a maximum of five years in prison.

On February 10, 2020, the Supreme People’s Court, the Supreme People’s Procuratorate, the Ministry of Public Security, and the Ministry of Justice jointly issued COVID-19 judicial opinions to clarify standards in the application provisions of national criminal law. According to the opinions, the commission of certain crimes during the period of pandemic prevention and control may be subject to heavier punishment. Notably, they call to ‘strictly punish crimes of fabricating or spreading rumors in accordance with law’ and criminalize various types of dissemination of ‘false’ information.

Despite strong restrictions on freedom of expression, which led to the imprisonment and torture of Zhan, on March 19, 2020, the New Development Bank (NDB) approved a RMB 7 million loan,70 approximately equivalent to US$ 1,093,630,300. The objective of this program was to provide emergency assistance to China in combating the outbreak of COVID-19, through fiscal support to key stakeholders, at the national level, the provincial level in three provinces, and the municipal level. The implementing agencies were the Hubei province where Wuhan is located, and the Guangdong and Henan provinces. The project sought to finance public health expenditures for curbing the outbreak, to reduce the financing gaps, and to free up fiscal resources so that the adverse impacts on the local economies could be minimized. It included outbreak-related public health expenditures up to the end of 2020.

---

68  ibid.
Indigenous journalist and human rights defender Anastasia Mejía (Guatemala), criminalized after reporting on a protest related to COVID-19 restrictions. Credit: Gilberto Escobar.

GUATEMALA

RETAILIATION

Charges against Anastasia Mejía Tiriquiz for her reporting on a protest related to COVID-19 restrictions

Anastasia Mejía Tiriquiz is a K'iche' Mayan indigenous woman human rights defender, journalist and director at the Xol Abaj Radio and TV station. She raises public awareness on cases of corruption and documents social mobilizations in relation to indigenous issues within the municipality of Joyabaj, department of Quiché. On September 22, 2020, the National Civil Police (PNC) arrested her, on the premises of the Xol Abaj radio station in Joyabaj, on charges of sedition, aggravated assault, aggravated arson and aggravated robbery. Prior to her arrest, the defender did not receive notification of the alleged charges against her, however the Santa Cruz del Quiché Court issued an arrest warrant days before the arrest.

The charges against the defender relate to her participation and coverage of a protest that took place on August 24, 2020 in Joyabaj. The demonstrators denounced irregularities in the way the mayor Francisco Carrascosa was managing resources intended to address the health crisis and protested against the measures adopted to control the pandemic.71 The work that Tiriquiz was doing was key to making visible the opinions and voices of groups of people who felt strongly affected by the restrictions imposed to control the pandemic, and who demanded a more transparent and equitable use of resources. Besides, community media outlets like Xol Abaj play a critical role in ensuring Guatemala’s indigenous communities can access information, a right guaranteed in the Guatemalan Constitution and protected under Article 13 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

On October 28, Tiriquiz appeared before a judge of the Santa Cruz del Quiché Court in what was her first hearing after more than one month under arrest in the Quetzaltenango detention centre. Despite the fact that Guatemalan law in article 9 of the Constitution establishes that the initial hearing must be held within 24 hours after the arrest, the defender was only able to
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71 See Xolabaj’s TV Facebook live video, https://fb.watch/61Iq1Lmsq2/.
render her statement 36 days later. As of 15 June 2021, Tiriquiz continues to be under house arrest, awaiting the appointment of a new judge for the case.

CPJ, the Coalition For Women In Journalism and ARTICLE 19 joined other 48 human rights organizations, media outlets, and individuals in a statement calling on Guatemalan authorities to drop all remaining charges against Tiriquiz and defined her detention and criminal prosecution a “clear attack on freedom of expression and the public’s right to access information.”76

Tiriquiz’s lawyers also stated that her persecution is not isolated from her gender77 and indigenous status. The defender proudly owns up to her K’iche ‘Mayan identity. Her radio channel broadcasts in Spanish and K’iche 1, and most of its reporters are women. 24 According to the statement signed by the human rights organizations, Guatemala’s rural and indigenous journalists in particular face greater risk of discrimination and threats from criminal groups and local officials, especially when reporting on topics like land rights, environmental issues or corruption.79 Community radio stations also face barriers in obtaining licenses, leaving many with no choice but to operate unofficially, which exposes their journalists to potential criminal investigations or detention. The charges against Tiriquiz for reporting on a protest sends a silencing message to community journalists, in particular those who report for indigenous communities.

As written in the report “Under Sentence: censorship in Cuba, Guatemala and Honduras”, published by ARTICLE 19 in 2020, “the terrain for the practice of journalism in Guatemala presents various obstacles, including legislative restrictions and anti-democratic practices, which end up serving as weapons to stifle the public debate and limit the flow of information.”77

In a context of structural violence and serious restrictions to freedom of expression, the pandemic has posed further challenges.77 As reported by the Office of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression at the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, in Guatemala civil society reported at least 124 attacks against journalists and the media during 2020.78 These include cases of obstruction of access to information in the context of the COVID-19 coverage, threats, attacks on women journalists, defamation lawsuits, physical and verbal assault, arbitrary detention, censorship, cyber attacks, and judicial harassment. The cases also include the killing of two journalists.

On February 27, 2020, the Guatemalan Congress enacted Legislative Decree 4 - 2020, which seriously limits the right to freedom of expression and association as it imposes arbitrary restrictions and strict controls on non-governmental organizations. According to this decree, the Ministry of Interior can unregister and shut down organizations whose activities are deemed to “disrupt public order” and members of these organizations risk being criminalized.

More than 200 local and international organizations,79 the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights,80 the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and its
Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression expressed strong concerns about the legislation.

Just before Tiriquiz’ detention, Guatemala received several loans to support its COVID-19 response, including elements directly linked to the protests she covered. The protesters, mainly vendors in the municipal market, were demonstrating because their livelihoods were strongly affected both by the closing of the municipal market and the lack of adequate measures to support their income. They were also criticizing the local authorities for the mismanagement of resources intended to address the pandemic.

On August 28, 2020, the IDB approved a US$ 100 million loan to support vulnerable populations affected by COVID-19, which partially finances cash transfers. Therefore, the censorship and criminalization of a journalist covering the protests against the inefficiency of these measures is directly linked to the bank’s loan.

On June 26, 2020, the WB approved a US$ 20 million project, with the objective to prevent, detect and respond to the threat posed by the pandemic and strengthen national systems for public health preparedness. This project financed prevention and communication activities, including the rollout of the national and communication strategy to control the spread of COVID-19, the distribution of sanitary supplies, and training for community healthcare providers in basic COVID-19 protocols, early identification, monitoring, notification and control of outbreaks. At the same time, contextual risks were considered high for social discontent, given the pending economic impacts of the response measures.

On December 17, 2020, when numerous organizations around the world were calling for Tiriquiz’s release, the WB approved a further US$ 500 million loan to support efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on the poor and vulnerable, protect and promote human capital accumulation; mitigate the economic impact and support reforms to stimulate an inclusive sustainable recovery; and promote public sector transparency and increase domestic resource mobilization. The measures supported by this loan are also directly related to the protest and subsequent reprisal. Despite this, the risks of retaliation and the mechanisms to address them were not mentioned in the bank documentation for this project.

The WB failed to consider the risks of reprisals against those who express critical opinions about the state response to COVID-19, or report on those protesting and raising concerns about it.
GUINEA

RETAIATION

Six people killed for protesting against movement restrictions and police extortions during lockdown

On May 12, 2020, at least six people, including a pregnant woman, were killed during protests against police checkpoints and roadblocks to curb the movement of people during the pandemic.86 Five deaths occurred in the town of Coyah and one in Dubreka, immediately north of Conakry. According to the police, crowds were protesting against road barriers set up to control traffic between the capital and the rest of the country. Protesters said they were tired of being mistreated and extorted by the police at entry and exit points to the capital.87

On May 14, Fabien Offner, researcher at Amnesty International's West and Central Africa Office, said: “Since the beginning of the year, several people have been victims of unlawful killings and arbitrary arrests. This week, security forces once again used excessive force against protesters. The government has not yet released any record.”88

A resident contacted by Amnesty International said: “The revolts of the populations are due to the multiplication of abuses by the security forces at the level of the roadblocks, the number of which has multiplied to exceed the limits. The situation got worse until it came to this.”

As reported by Amnesty International,89 in May, Guinean President Alpha Condé “urged the justice system to shed light on these serious events and to draw all legal

consequences”. However, he attributed these tragedies to “the violence during social and political movements in our country”, without questioning the excessive use of force by the defense and security forces.

On 17 June, a delegation of ministries and other authorities went to visit the families of the six people killed on 12 May and apologized to them, but without explicitly acknowledging the defence and security forces’ responsibility. A relative of one of the victims told Amnesty International: “They told us they’d come to apologize. They gave us a bag of rice and 10 million francs (around 900 euros). We didn’t forgive them, we demanded justice.”

In addition to the incidents and deaths specifically related to protests against response measures to COVID-19, many other incidents revealed a climate of severe restrictions on freedom of expression in Guinea. CIVICUS Monitor has reported several other cases of violent repression of protests, dozens of deaths, banned demonstrations and arbitrary arrests and harassment of political opponents during 2020, in the context of a constitutional reform in the country.90

For the implementation of the project, one of the major risks identified was the loss of jobs and income linked to lockdown measures and restrictions on movement. Specifically, the project provides immediate support to limit local transmission of COVID-19 through the implementation of containment strategies. It helps enhance disease detection capacities through provision of quarantine support, and information systems to ensure prompt case recording and case detection, contact tracing and case treatment.

The project also “supports the implementation of social distancing measures imposed by the government... and the development of guidelines on phased social distancing measures to operationalize existing or new laws and regulations. Risk mitigation measures for social distancing measures will be implemented through digital services. Support under this sub-component will consist of financing digital services by purchasing of information technology equipment (audio and telemedicine equipment), internet bandwidth, and internet connectivity for remote work”.

The WB also recognizes that “the measures taken by the Government to mitigate and reduce the risks of the spread of the virus are likely to create social tensions within communities. These measures include the closure of schools, universities and places of worship, the limitation of social mobility and professional activities, and the decrease of exchanges and communication relationships (baptisms, funeral weddings, etc.). These solidarity chains, social, cultural and religious practices which are spaces of excellence for socialization, awareness and communication for certain underprivileged groups of the population who do not have access to electricity and modern means of communication. The project states it will take care to avoid the risks of social exclusion due to the variability of the capacity of certain communities or individuals to apply certain protective measures because of lack of knowledge or means. The Bank will support the Ministry of Health to prepare a Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP) for further citizen involvement and public disclosure of information, while updating it to include more information on the environmental and social risks of project activities and new modalities that include the need for a comprehensive plan for community engagement and participation, including improved hygiene and social distancing.”

---


However, at no point does the project document refer to the events that occurred, and their possible impact on the level of civil society participation during the preparation and implementation of the project,92 neither does it refer to the necessary measures to prevent possible reprisals in case of further protests.

Even though the excessive use of force that resulted in the death of six people is directly linked to the project, the bank failed to recognize the need to provide adequate measures to ensure that people can freely speak out and protest. The formulation of a SEP, to the extent that it does not foresee specific actions to prevent events as serious as those that resulted in the death of six people from occurring again, is insufficient to ensure meaningful participation and freedom of expression outside of the limited consultation channels specifically established to discuss the project.

---

92 The document only says: “The possibilities for further conflict remain. The new constitution has been voted and promulgated in early April 2020 after protests and violent social unrest. This new constitution allows the president to run for a third term, which has been much disputed. The Presidential election is scheduled for late 2020.” See: https://ewsdata.rightsindevelopment.org/files/documents/32/WB-P174032_GbTbhCP.pdf.
On December 24, 2020 the National Security Prosecutor summoned Jordanian journalist Jamal Haddad and detained him, pending investigation under the country’s anti-terrorism law. Two days earlier, Haddad had published an editorial on the news website Alwakaai, that raised questions about government officials receiving the vaccine when it was not yet available to the general public.93 The op-ed was titled ‘What about the people? Has the Pfizer vaccine arrived in secret and is being used to vaccinate senior officials in the Jordanian authorities?’94

In the article Haddad wrote: “Until this moment, we (as a people) are still prisoners of contradictory information about Corona vaccines, and if we are within the state’s calculation of its components in obtaining them, or is the matter limited to high-ranking officials in the Jordanian government, as is the general context? With all that is useful, we will be in the last calculations.”

Haddad questioned the government’s announcements after a high-ranking official in the Ministry of Education wrote on her Facebook page that she had received the vaccine. Referring to this post, Haddad said the government owes the public an explanation over which vaccines are being used in the country and how they will be distributed to the people. He also asked whether the government had already started receiving the Pfizer vaccine, especially since according to earlier statements the jab was not expected in Jordan until late January or early February.95 Haddad was asking key questions about issues citizens should be informed about, and expressing

---

the social demand that the distribution of vaccines be transparent and without privileges.

The State Security Attorney General directed charges against Haddad that included ‘endangering the safety of society’, ‘causing discord and disturbing public order’, and ‘spreading terror among people’. He decided to detain him for 15 days pending investigation.96 After having spent five days in prison, Jordan’s State Security Court agreed to temporarily release Haddad after a request from the Jordan Press Association, which also covered the journalist’s bail bond.97 The case is still pending before the Public Prosecutor of the State Security Court.

Haddad’s arrest is not an isolated incident. According to CPJ, Jordanian authorities arrested at least three other journalists in 2020 because of their coverage of the pandemic.98

In May 2020, the Jordanian Health Minister instituted a policy requiring that all hospital directors and Health Ministry officials obtain permission from the Ministry before speaking with members of the press.99 Moreover, on March 17, 2020, a decree that declared a state of emergency activated the emergency provisions of Defense Law 13 of 1992, that gave the prime minister powers to suspend certain individual rights, including freedom of movement and expression.100 On the same day, within the framework of the National Defense Law, the Jordanian Council of Ministers suspended the printing and sale of paper newspapers, on grounds that they contribute to the spread of COVID–19.101

Paragraph 2.2 of Defense Order No. 8, issued on April 26, 2020 under Jordan’s state of emergency, prohibits “publishing, republishing, or circulating any news about the pandemic in order to terrify people or cause panic among them via media, telephone, or social media”. The order specifies penalties of up to three years in prison, a fine of 3,000 Jordanian dinars (US$ 4,230) or both.102

The vaccination policies that Haddad had criticized were one of the components of a US$ 20 million loan approved by the WB on April 28, 2020,103 that also included risk communication and community engagement measures. The WB’s support for vaccine policies and official communication measures on the pandemic is problematic since the power of the state is used to restrict free information and discussion about those policies.

As of June 15, 2021, the WB is considering additional funding of US$ 116.84 million for this project,104 in order to prevent, detect and respond to the threat posed by COVID–19 and strengthen the national health system. According to the WB’s web page, one of the objectives is to support the expansion of COVID–19 vaccination.

The imprisonment of a journalist for having criticized the lack of transparency and possible privileges in the application of vaccines sends a direct message to all other journalists and ordinary people, preventing them from expressing their concerns, doubts and criticisms in relation to the vaccination policy. It has a chilling effect on civil society, all the more so if it is evaluated in the context of legislative reforms destined to give a legal basis to the persecution of people for exercising their right to free expression. The impossibility of openly discussing the vaccination policy applied in the country, or asking questions about it, implies that the conditions are not in place for there to be accountability or involvement of civil society, thereby jeopardizing the objectives of the project the WB is funding.


100 ibid.

101 ibid.


NICARAGUA
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Dismissal of more than 16 doctors for having criticized the government’s response to the pandemic, in a letter signed by more than 700 health professionals.
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WB – US$ 20 million

In Nicaragua, in May 2020, more than 700 medical professionals signed a statement criticizing the government’s response to the pandemic. They highlighted problems such as the underreporting of figures of those affected by the virus, the failure to implement remote working, and keeping the borders open, among others.

In a second letter, they said: “The precarious public health system is in the process of saturation, with a high probability of collapsing in the coming days, which puts the general population at a high risk of death due to the lack of health resources to face the epidemic ... as a consequence of an exponentially increasing demand related to severe respiratory illnesses nationally and the lack of adequate protective equipment for health workers, many health and support workers have been infected with COVID-19.”

The letter clearly detailed both the lack of adequate measures and the shortcomings of official data on the pandemic. In turn, the doctors proposed a clear roadmap to provide a technically adequate response to the pandemic, which would comprehensively take into account the different aspects of the health policy.

Many signatories to the statement were threatened and several were dismissed from their jobs in retaliation. There have been reports of dismissals of health care workers from at least 16 hospitals, in apparent


reinstatement of the dismissed doctors. The dismissal of doctors directly affects the ability to tackle the pandemic, and shows serious limitations for the active participation and involvement of health personnel in the discussion of the response policies financed by banks.

A letter signed by human rights organizations, quoting figures from the COVID-19 Citizen Observatory, reveals that as of June 10, 2020, in Nicaragua 536 health workers had presented symptoms consistent with COVID-19 and 61 had died. It also shows that the figures of the multidisciplinary team that carries out community epidemiological surveillance in the country counted 1,398 deaths from pneumonia and suspected COVID-19, a figure that was in wide contrast with the data published by the Ministry of Health, which reported only 55 deaths by June 10.

The Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) expressed its concern for these dismissals and other attacks against freedom of expression in Nicaragua. More than 90 writers and intellectuals from around the world advocated for the reinstatement of the dismissed doctors.

**IN NICARAGUA, DOCTORS WHO CRITICIZED POLICIES DIRECTLY FINANCED BY IFIs WERE DISMISSED.**

The doctors criticized policies directly financed by IFIs. The harsh retaliation against doctors who questioned the response to the pandemic and the lack of transparency around the official numbers speak clearly to the impossibility of effectively engaging with key civil society actors. This in turn poses a serious risk to the effectiveness of the COVID-19 response.

Nevertheless, on July 31, 2020, just after the dismissal of doctors and the subsequent outcry both nationally and internationally, the IDB approved a US$ 43 million project. The project included funding for communication with the public, case tracking and monitoring, and technical support to prepare reports analysing and monitoring the spread of COVID-19. In its components related to risk communication, the loan includes assistance for communication strategies in mass media and educational campaigns, including specific campaigns to protect women from domestic violence and creation of translated materials for indigenous and Afro-descendant communities. It also includes assistance in preparing, approving, disseminating and implementing protocols and guidelines, as well as providing training for COVID-19 prevention, care and management, with a particular attention to those needing high levels of support, including people with disabilities, the elderly and pregnant women, and homecare.

The IDB approved two further COVID-19 projects in July and December, a US$ 200,000 loan to support the Border Integration Program, and a US$ 1.2 million grant to address the spread of the virus and mitigate its effects.

On December 8, 2020 the WB approved a US$ 20 million project to support Nicaragua’s readiness to respond to the pandemic. The project’s main component relates to the provision of essential medical and laboratory supplies and equipment, as well as the protection of health care workers. The WB classifies the social risk of the project as substantial, after considering that there is a potential for social discontent, because the public demands may surpass the response capacity of the project. This assessment also notices growing concerns about the capacity of the government to manage the crisis and takes into account factors related to transparency, inclusive participation of those who have opposing views to the government, and accountability. Potential
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social risks of the project also include “risks related to ensuring inclusive participation and the effectiveness of the Grievance and Redress Mechanism (GRM) in an emergency response context. Measures to mitigate these risks and impacts will be identified and included in the project’s ESMF and Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP).” The plan identifies workers from the 19 hospitals selected for emergency care as one of the stakeholder groups.

However, this plan does not take into account the fact that the massive dismissals of health personnel for having criticized the official response will have a chilling effect on all health personnel. A consultation process that does not address this issue is fundamentally flawed and seriously risks compromising the objectives of the project and the legitimacy of the banks’ interventions.


SUDAN

RETAIATION

Charges against journalists Lana Awad and Aida Abdel Qader, for their reporting on COVID-19.

On May 26, 2020, they published an article in the South Darfur News, detailing the high COVID-19 fatality rate in the city of Al-Fashir and the shortage of PPEs among health workers and local residents.117 The note contributed to raising public awareness about the high risk of death generated by the pandemic in the city, and raised the need to protect the community with PPEs, in particular health workers.

On May 29, 2020, Awad and Qader received several phone calls from unknown individuals, threatening that they would be arrested and tortured by the Military Intelligence Agency, in response to the article they had published. A military officer stopped the two women in the street and aggressively attempted to arrest them, but they managed to get away. On June 2, the Public Prosecutor opened an investigation against the two defenders, who were at risk of being charged with defamation and the spreading of false news because of their reporting. On May 27, the Media News Agency of North Darfur falsely published another article under Awad’s name, which denied the information in the initial article written by the two women. Awad was also working for the Ministry of Health and Social Development at that time, but was dismissed as a retaliation.118 She was then allowed to return to work after a change in the government, but she remains at risk because both women defenders have frequently been harassed in relation to their

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
LINKED TO THE REPRISALS

WB – US$ 21.99 million
AFDB – US$ 28 million

Lana Awad and Aida Abdel Qader are two women human rights defenders and journalists. They are members of the Darfur Journalists Association and their work focuses primarily on promoting women’s rights and defending health rights in Sudan.


human rights work in the past. They also face heightened risks due to the fact that they work in a conflict zone.

Sudan is also one of the countries that has enacted restrictive regulations on freedom of expression during the pandemic. On April 12, 2020 the Sudanese government issued Emergency Order No. 1, declaring a public health emergency and criminalizing “disseminating incorrect statements or information, including rumors, through any means of publication or misleading the authorities regarding the pandemic.”

WHAT HAPPENED TO WOMEN DEFENDERS AND JOURNALISTS AWAD AND QADER SHOWS THAT DISCUSSION OF COVID-19 POLICIES FINANCED BY IFIs IS NOT POSSIBLE IN SUDAN.

On September 30, 2020, despite censorship of journalists who were reporting on high fatality rates and lack of PPEs, such as Awad and Qader, the WB approved a loan of US$ 21.99 million to finance the emergency COVID-19 response in Sudan. Among the components financed by the loan are the procurement of medical and non-medical supplies, medicines, and equipment as well as training, disease surveillance, emergency operating centers and rapid response teams to allow timely and adequate detection, tracing, and reporting of suspected cases. The project also includes nationwide risk communication and community engagement campaigns to raise awareness of COVID-19 and other pre-existing health priorities, despite those reporting on the pandemic and the real fatality rate were facing threats and unfair dismissals and they were being persecuted under laws approved with the pretext of countering disinformation.

Lack of PPEs had been criticized by Awad and Quader. On November 18, 2020, the AfDB approved a US$ 28 million grant. The project includes the strengthening of health systems and building resilience to respond to COVID-19 and other epidemics, with measures to strengthen intensive care units, procure and provide ICU equipment and commodities, establish and maintain isolation centers and procure and distribute medical supplies and equipment. Among the direct beneficiaries, the project documents mention health workers in targeted health facilities, who will receive PPEs.

What happened to journalists Lana Awad and Aida Abdel Qader demonstrates that robust public participation and discussion of policies in response to COVID-19 financed by IFIs was not possible in this context, and that the fulfillment of the project objectives — both in relation to the provision of PPE and the communication strategy — are undermined by legislation and practices that prevent people from openly discussing these issues.

121 The loan amounts to U.A. 20,000,000 (the official currency for the AfDB projects), which approximately corresponds to US$ 28,232,800, as per November 2020 exchange rate. See: “Sudan: COVID-19 Emergency Response Support Project”, Project Number AFDB-P-SD-K00-007, African Development Bank Group, November 18, 2020, https://projectsportal.afdb.org/dataportal/VProject/show/P-SD-K00-007.
**Uzbekistan**

**Retaliation**

Harassment of blogger Miraziz Bazarov after he published a letter on alleged corruption related to COVID-19 funds

He also published an official open letter to ADB, about a possible case of corruption related to its funding allocated to help Uzbekistan cope with the pandemic. Bazarov claimed that information disclosed in mass media and social media indicated that the loans provided by ADB acted as a catalyst, increasing the level of corruption.

**According to blogger and rights activist Bazarov, the Uzbek government has potentially misused IFIs funds.**

On June 25, 2020, the ADB approved a US$ 500 million loan to help Uzbekistan mitigate the adverse health and economic impacts of COVID-19. According to Bazarov, the Uzbek government was potentially misusing these funds. Among the various anti-corruption measures he recommended, Bazarov requested the ADB to halt approving loans until a transparent system on how funds were being spent was established, to conduct an investigation on how the loans for COVID-19 response were being used, to strengthen ADB’s transparency requirements for public loans and grants in Uzbekistan, and to ensure social support to the most vulnerable groups.

On July 27, 2020, just after the publication of this letter, Bazarov was called in for questioning by the local police.

**Financial Support Linked to the Reprisal**

**ADB** - US$ 604 million

**AIIB** - US$ 300 million

**EIB** - US$ 10 million (in the pipeline)

**WB** - US$ 95 million

Miraziz Bazarov is a blogger and rights activist in Uzbekistan. On July 24, 2020, he published a series of posts in his Facebook account and Telegram channel about the possible misuse of funds from international financial institutions.

---


On March 30, 2021, the president signed a law criminalizing public incitement to disorder and violence, as well as insult or defamation of the president on the internet connection. He consulted with several specialists who work in the telecom industry in Uzbekistan and in other countries, who told him that the only explanation was that his mobile operator, Beeline Uzbekistan, had been “pressured” by the SSS to activate paid services. He sent an official complaint to the Tashkent city prosecutor about the incident but blamed Bazarov for provoking the attack. Bazarov thinks the seizure of his devices was made, among other things, for the purpose of removing files with compromising information. Police said that they would be investigating the incident but blamed Bazarov for provoking the beating. In May 2021, the Investigative authority of the Ministry of Interior initiated a criminal case against Bazarov on charges of defamation.

In March, 2020, Uzbekistan introduced new charges in the criminal code for disseminating false information about the spread of COVID-19 and other dangerous infectious diseases, with hefty fines or up to three years in prison. On March 30, 2021, the president signed a law criminalizing public incitement to disorder and violence, as well as insult or defamation of the president on

124 See Miraziz Bazarov’s Telegram channel post: https://t.me/bazarov_channel/294.
125 See Miraziz Bazarov’s Telegram channel post: https://t.me/bazarov_channel/294.
126 See Miraziz Bazarov’s Telegram channel post: https://t.me/bazarov_channel/322.
127 See Miraziz Bazarov’s Telegram channel post: https://t.me/catseditor/549.
telecommunication networks or the internet, punishable by up to five years in prison.\footnote{131}

Journalist Agnieszka Pikulicka was also targeted by the police after she covered a demonstration in the capital against LGBT rights. It was after that demonstration that Bazarov was attacked and hospitalized. She tried to visit and interview him at the hospital, but the police refused her entry and ordered her not to report on the attack. When she Tweeted about the threats by the police, the Ministry of Internal Affairs issued a statement quoting her tweets and accused her of violating national media laws by publishing false information.\footnote{132} Following the ministry’s statement, she received repeated threats on social media and was watched by unknown men who were parked in front of her house for several hours. In June 2021, the Uzbek foreign ministry refused to renew her press credentials.\footnote{133}

According to Reporters Without Borders, in Uzbekistan the authorities maintain a significant level of control over the media. In November 2020, the governmental Agency for Information and Mass Communication sent several warning letters to media outlets accusing them of “unprofessional activities”, after they raised questions on the official COVID–19 statistics.\footnote{134}

\begin{itemize}
\item The different reprisals suffered by Bazarov are directly linked to his activism for transparency and against corruption in the handling of funds provided by the ADB, to respond to COVID–19 and its consequences.
\item As of June 15, 2021, the ADB has approved four projects for Uzbekistan’s COVID–19 response, for a total of almost US$ 604 million: a US$ 500 million loan on June 25, 2020,\footnote{135} a US$ 100 million loan on July 30, 2020,\footnote{136} US$ 650,000 grant on August 6, 2020,\footnote{137} and a US$ 3 million grant on September 14, 2020.\footnote{138} Moreover, the ADB approved a US$ 1 million technical assistance project for Central Asia, which also includes support for Uzbekistan.\footnote{139}
\item The WB approved a US$ 95 million loan.\footnote{140} The AIIB approved a US$ 100 million dollar loan on August 13, 2020\footnote{141} and a US$ 200 million dollar loan on November 25, 2020.\footnote{142} The EIB proposed a US$ 12,120,900\footnote{143} loan on July 23, 2020.\footnote{144}
\item This is after the acts of harassment against Bazarov for his investigations into corruption in the handling of international cooperation funds, and despite the fact that the ADB had been informed about them, and also despite the fact that the conditions are not in place for people to be able to ask questions and openly discuss the management of these resources.
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item 132 ibid.
\item 133 “Uzbek foreign ministry refuses to renew accreditation of Polish journalist Agnieszka Pikulicka”, CPJ, June 2, 2021, \url{https://cpj.org/2021/06/uzbek-foreign-ministry-refuses-to-renew-accreditation-of-polish-journalist-agnieszka-pikulicka/}
\item 134 ibid.
\item 137 “Uzbekistan: COVID-19 Emergency Response”, ADB, Project number 54390-001, September 14, 2020, \url{https://www.adb.org/projects/54390-001/main#project-pds}
\item 138 “Uzbekistan: COVID-19 Emergency Response”, ADB, Project number 54390-001, September 14, 2020, \url{https://www.adb.org/projects/54390-001/main#project-pds}
\item 143 10 million euros, which approximately correspond to US$ 12,120,900 as per June 2021 exchange rate.
\end{itemize}
6. RECOMMENDATIONS

Credit: Mamadou Cellou Diallo.
6. RECOMMENDATIONS

To fulfil their obligations and commitments, to ensure the effectiveness of COVID-19 responses and to ensure COVID-19 is not used as a pretext to further restrict civic participation, clamp down on media freedom, or to lower transparency standards, IFIs should:

Take a preventative approach:

» Carry out a comprehensive contextual risk analysis before implementing all projects, which includes the assessment of risks to journalists, HRDs and other persons who might criticize the policies and/or projects the IFI intends to support.

» Require clients to develop a plan to mitigate risks to journalists and HRDs that includes measures based on the risk analysis to ensure journalists, HRDs, whistleblowers, and other persons do not suffer retaliations for reporting on activities IFIs support.

» For each project, IFIs should build on the contextual risks analysis to identify points of contact and ways to use their leverage if reprisals do occur. For e.g., banks could set up mechanisms to adjust their disbursement schedule if reprisals take place and clients do not take remedial actions. Banks should also identify actions that they can take to support the victim of a reprisal.

» Ensure stakeholder engagement includes HRDs, journalists and organizations working on anti-corruption and civic space issues. Consultations should be undertaken in such a way that they do not put participants at further risk. During the pandemic and beyond, IFIs should conduct an assessment of the risks and effectiveness for online and offline stakeholders engagement, to ensure meaningful and safe public participation.

» Proactively engage with governments on enabling environment for civil society:
  • while developing longer-term strategies with governments for engaging in the country,
  • when negotiating loans and other kinds of support for specific projects or activities, and
  • on an ongoing basis, throughout the lifecycle of all projects and engagements.

» Require clients to develop a plan for how to address civic space concerns around specific projects and country strategies.

» Require client commitments against retaliations, and to support media freedom and freedom of expression.

» Ensure full transparency and respect of the right to access to information during project development and implementation, and provide journalists and civil society organisations with the requested information to investigate corruption, mismanagement, transparency, and accountability issues.

» Require clients to publicly report on the development or implementation of laws which might limit civic space, as well as logging and reporting to IFIs any grievances, public opposition or attacks to whistleblowers, journalists and HRDs potentially linked to the project.

» When starting a new project, make clear to the client the IFIs commitments on retaliation.

» Include provisions in loan agreements to respect media freedom and clear sanctions if these provisions are not upheld.

» Include in loan agreements a requirement for clients to act in good faith (eg. help facilitate independent
investigations and mediation) in response to any allegations of reprisals that may arise.

» Support the creation of national mechanisms to protect journalists and HRDs.

2. Respond effectively to reprisals

» Through a process involving meaningful participation of civil society organizations and, where possible, at risk stakeholders, set up a clear and effective reprisal response protocol, which includes:
  • specific actions the bank will adopt to address cases (such as using their influence or financial leverage, publicly condemning the reprisal, convening relevant actors, accompanying the defender during key meetings, observing trials or calling for the release of detained journalists).
  • clear internal guidance to clarify who is responsible for what and how support can be best triggered in order to protect the safety of the persons affected.
  • the provision of sufficient resourcing (funding and staff time) to implement the protocol.

» Announce the existence of a reprisal response protocol, and publicize what the protocol looks like and who is responsible for it, as well as guidance on how to access support should a reprisal occur.

» Ensure policies expressing non-tolerance for retaliations cover all reprisals that pose a threat to the integrity of a project, regardless of whether or not there is a direct link to the project itself.

» Investigate any threats or attacks which may be possibly linked to their projects and clients (the burden of investigation should be on the bank, not on the defender).

3. Make public commitments

» Publicly condemn attacks to silence journalists, HRDs, medical personnel and other persons affected by reprisals.

» Recognize the crucial importance of press freedom and civic space in order to guarantee participation in development projects and the legitimacy of the bank’s interventions, and publicly commit to promoting and protecting them.

» Provide funds to non-governmental media organizations and for development of independent media.

Governments as shareholders of IFIs and on the board of IFIs should:

» Publicly commit to ensuring that all IFIs they fund comply with the recommendations set out in this report.

» In IFIs in which they are shareholders, instruct their Executive Directors to:
  • advocate from within the board for compliance with the recommendations set out in this report,
  • monitor progress of the IFIs in the implementation of these recommendations.

» Regularly report back to their respective houses of parliament, and other public fora, on progress made in the implementation of these recommendations.

» Encourage all IFIs they support to work together to address these recommendations.
This report was made possible thanks to the generous support of the Ford Foundation and Open Society Foundation to the Defenders in Development campaign.